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1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1943,the separation axioms 0R and 1R  were introduced 

and investigated by N.A.Shanin [13]. In 1963,they were 

developed more by A.S.Davis [3].Also their properties were 

found by K.K.Dube [4].In recent years,this idea of separation 

axioms were introduced and investigated through the sets  -

open set, b -open set, -semi open set etc.In this paper we 

introduce and investigate some weak separation axioms 

namely ̂ - iD  ; ̂ - iT -spaces i = 0 ,1 , 2; ̂ - 0R -spaces 

and ̂ - 1R -spaces by utilizing ̂  -closed sets and it’s 

closure operator and kernel.Also we find some of their 

applications.  

2. PRELIMINARIES  

Throughout this paper ),( X  (or briefly X ) represent a 

topological space on which no separation axioms are assumed 

unless explicitly stated. For a subset A  of X , )(c Al , 

)(i Ant  and 
cA  denote the closure of A , the interior of A  

and the complement of A  respectively.The family of all ̂ -

open (resp. ̂ -closed) subsets of X  is denoted by 

).(ˆ XO  (resp. )).(ˆ XC  

Let us recall the following definitions, which are useful in the 

sequel.  

Definition 2.1 A subset A of a topological space ),( X  is 

called   

i)Semi-open [9]if ))((cA Aintl . 

ii) pre-open [10] if ))((iA Aclnt .  

iii) -pre open [12] if ))((iA Aclnt  .  

 iv) ̂ -open[7] if UAcl )(  whenever UA  and 

U  is semi open in ),( X .   

Definition 2.2 A topological space  ),( X   is 

i) pre - 0T  [[6],[11]] (resp. ),( p - 0T [1], - 0T  [5]) if 

for any distinct pair of points x  and y  of ,X  there exists a 

pre-open (resp. -pre open, -open) set U  of X  

containing x  but not y  (or) containing y  but not .x      ii)

pre - 1T  [[6],[11]] (resp. ),( p - 1T [1], - 1T  [5]) if for 

any distinct pair of points x  and y  of ,X  there exists a 

pre-open (resp. -pre open, -open) set U  of X  

containing x  but not y  and a pre-open (resp. -pre open) 

set V  of X  containing y  but not .x   

iii) pre - 2T  [[6],[11]] (resp. ),( p - 2T [1], - 2T  [5]) if 

for any distinct pair of points x  and y  of ,X  there exists 

disjoint pre-open (resp. -pre open, -open) sets U  and 

V  of X  containing x  and y  respectively.   

Definition 2.3 [14] A subset A  of X is called  -closed in 

a topological space  ),( X    if )(= AclA  , where 

},,))((:{=)( UxUAUclintXxAcl  

. The complement of  -closed set in ),( X  is called  -

open set in ),( X .  

Definition 2.4 [2] A subset A  of a space X  is said to be 

D -set if there are two  -open sets U  and V  such that 

XU   and VUA \= .  

Definition 2.5 [8]A function YXf :  is said to be ̂ -

irresolute if the inverse image of every ̂ -open set in Y  is 

̂ -open in X .  

3. ̂ - iT -SPACES, 0,1,2=i .   

Definition 3.1 Let ),( X  be a space and .XA  Then 

the ̂ -kernel of ,A  denoted by )(ˆ AKer


 is defined as 

}:)(ˆ{=)(ˆ GAXOGAKer 
  .   
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Lemma 3.2 Let A  be a subset of ),( X ,then 

.}})({ˆ:{=)(ˆ 


AxclXxAKer    

Proof. Let  )(ˆ AKerx


  and suppose that 

 =})({ˆ Axcl .Then })({ˆ\ xclXA  . If we 

define })({ˆ\= xclXV  ,then by[7] remark 5.2,V  is a 

̂ -open set such that VA and .Vx By the definition 

of )(ˆ Aker


 , ),(ˆ AKerx


  a contradiction. Therefore,                               

}})({ˆ:{)(ˆ 


AxclXxAKer .To prove 

the reversible inclusion,if Xx  such that 

 Axcl })({ˆ  and suppose that ),(ˆ AKerx


  

then there exists a ̂ -open set U  such that UA  and 

.Ux  Since  Axcl })({ˆ , we can choose 

.})({ˆ Axcly   Then Uy  and hence U  is an 

̂ -open set containing y  but not .x By [7] theorem 5.11,

}),({ˆ xcly   a contradiction. Thus, )(ˆ Akerx


 .                                                     

Lemma 3.3 Let ),( X  be a space and Xx .Then 

})({ˆ xKery


  if and only if })({ˆ yclx  .   

Proof.   Necessity- Assume that }).({ˆ xKery


  By the 

definition of kernel,there exists a ̂ -open set U  containing 

x  such that .Uy  By [7] theorem 5.11, })({ˆ yclx 
.  

Sufficiency- Assume that }).({ˆ yclx   By [7] theorem 

5.11,there exists a ̂ -open set U  containing x  such that 

.Uy  By the definition of kernel, }).({ˆ xKery


   

Lemma 3.4 For any points x  and y  in a space ),( X  

the following are equivalent.  })({})({ ˆˆ yKerxKer


 .  

})({ˆ})({ˆ yclxcl     

Proof. )()( iii  Suppose }).({})({ ˆˆ yKerxKer


                                                                         

 Then, there exists a point Xz  such that 

})({ˆ xKerz


  but not in })({ˆ yKer


. By lemma 3.2,

 })({ˆ}{ zclx  and hence })({ˆ zclx   

.By[7], }).({ˆ=}))({ˆ(ˆ})({ˆ zclzclclxcl   

Again by lemma 3.2,  =}))({ˆ(ˆ}{ zcly  and 

hence }).({ˆ zcly   Therefore, }).({ˆ xcly   Thus,

})({ˆ})({ˆ yclxcl  . 

)()( iii   Suppose that })({})({ˆ yclxcl 

.Then there exists a point Xz  such that })({ˆ xclz   

and }).({ˆ yclz   By[7] theorem 5.11,there exists a ̂ -

open set U  containing z  such that  =})({yU  and 

.})({  xU  Now U  is a ̂ -open set containing x  

but not .y  By [7] theorem 5.11, })({ˆ yclx  .By lemma 

3.3, }).({ˆ xkery


  Thus }).({})({ ˆˆ ykerxker


   

Lemma 3.5 Let A  and B be any two subsets in a opological 

space X .If BA ,then )()( ˆˆ BKerAKer


 .  

Proof. Suppose that BA  and if )(ˆ BKerx


 .By the 

definition of 
̂

Ker ,there exists a ̂ -open set U  such that 

UB   and Ux .Since UBA  ,again by the 

definition of 
̂

Ker , )(ˆ AKerx


 .Therefore, 

)()( ˆˆ BKerAKer


 .  

Definition 3.6  A space ),( X   is said to be 

i) ̂ - 0T  if for any distinct pair of points x  and y  of ,X  

there exists a ̂ -open set U  of X  containing x  but not 

y  (or) containing y  but not .x  

ii) ̂ - 1T  if for any distinct pair of points x  and y  of ,X  

there exists a ̂ -open set U  of X  containing x  but not 

y  and a ̂ -open set V  of X  containing y  but not .x   

iii) ̂ - 2T  if for any distinct pair of points x  and y  of ,X  

there exists disjoint ̂ -open sets U  and V  of X  

containing x  and y  respectively.  

Example 3.7  

},,{= cbaX , }},,{},,{},{},{,{= Xcababa . 

Then =)(ˆ XO . It is ̂ - 0T  but not ̂ - 1T  because 

for the pair of distinct points a  and c , there is no ̂ -open 

set containing c  but not .a   

  

Example 3.8 },,{= cbaX  }},,{},{,{= Xcba . 

Then, )(=)(ˆ XXO  . It is ̂ - 1T  as well as ̂ - .2T   

Remark 3.9 If ),( X  is ̂ - ,iT  then it is ̂ -

1,2.=,1 iTi    

Theorem 3.10 Every  - iT  space is ̂ - .iT  (i = 0,1,2.)   
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Proof. It follows from [7]theorem 3.2, the fact that every  -

open set is ̂ -open subset of .X   

Theorem 3.11 Every ̂ - .iT space is pre-- .iT  (i=0,1,2) 

Proof. It follows from [7] because every ̂ -open set in X is 

pre open in X. 

Remark 3.12.The converse of the above is not true in general 

from the following examples. 

Example 3.13 .X = {a,b,c} and  }},{,{= Xa then 

PO(X) = { ,{a},{a,b},{a,c},X } and  

̂ O(X) }},{,{= Xa .It is pre-To but not ̂ -To. 

Example 3.14  X = {a,b,c} and  ={ ,{a,b},X} then 

PO(X) ={ ,{a},{b},{a,b},{a,c},{b,c},X} and  

̂ O(X) }b},{a,{b},},{,{= Xa .It is pre-T1 as well 

as pre- T2 but not ̂ - 1T  or ̂ - 2T . 

4. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF ̂ - iT -

SPACES.  

Theorem 4.1 A space (X,  ) is ̂ -To if and only if  

})({ˆ})({ˆ yclxcl  for every pair of distinct points 

x,y,in X. 

Proof.Necessity- Suppose that X is ̂ -To.-space and x,y are 

a pair of distinct points in X.By the definition of ̂ -To.-

space,there exists ̂ -open set U containing any one of these 

two points,Without loss of generality,take x in U and y not in 

U.Therefore X\U is a ̂ -closed set in X containing y but not 

x.By [7] remark 5.2, ̂ cl({y}) is the smallest ̂ -closed set 

containing {y} and hence ̂ cl({y})X\U. Therefore, x

̂ cl({y}). 

Sufficiency- Let x,y be any two points in X such that 

})({ˆ})({ˆ yclxcl  .Choose z in X such that z is in 

̂ cl({x}) and z does not belongs to ̂ cl({y}).If x ̂

cl({y}),then by [7] remark 5.2, ̂ cl({x}) ̂

cl({y}).Therefore,z ̂ cl({y}),a contradiction.Thus  x ̂

cl({y}).Then, X\ ̂ cl({y}) is a ̂ -open set in X such that x

X\ ̂ cl({y}) and y  X\ ̂ cl({y}).Thus, ),( X is ̂ -

To-space. 

Corollary 4.2 A space X is ̂ -To if and only if each pair of 

distinct points x,y of X,either y ̂ cl({x})or x ̂ cl({y}).                                                                                 

 Theorem 4.3 A space  ),( X   is ̂ - 0T  if and only if for 

each pair of distinct points yx,  in ,X  

}).({})({ ˆˆ ykerxker


  

Proof. Necessity- Suppose that X  is ̂ - 0T -space and 

yx,  are two distinct points in .X  By theorem 3.16, 

}).({ˆ})({ˆ yclxcl   By lemma 3.4,            

}).({})({ ˆˆ ykerxker


  

 Sufficiency- Let yx,  be two distinct points in X  such that 

}).({})({ ˆˆ ykerxker


  By lemma 3.4,                

}).({ˆ})({ˆ yclxcl   By theorem 3.16, ),( X  is a 

̂ -T0-space. 

Theorem 4.4 The following are equivalent in in a topological 

space ),( X .  

i) ),( X  is ̂ -T1-space. 

ii) For every xX,{x} = ̂ cl({x}). 

iii) {x} = ˆ
ˆ{ : ( , )} ker ({ })U U O X x x


  for 

each x in X. 

Proof. 

i)  ii) Suppose that X is ̂ -T1-space and x is any point of 

X.Assume that y ̂ cl({x}) and y x.Since X is ̂ -T1-

space,there exists a ̂ -open set U in X such that y U and x 

U.By [7]theorem 5.11, { }U x  . Therefore, xU, 

a contradiction. Thus,{x} = ̂ cl({x}).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

ii)  i) Suppose that {x} = ̂ cl({x}) for every x X.Let 

x,y be any two distinct points in X.By hypothesis,y 
̂

Ker

({x}).By the definition of ̂ -kernal,there exists a ̂ -open 

set U containing x but noy y. Similarly if x 
̂

Ker

({y}),then there exists a ̂ -open set V containing y but noy 

x.Thus, ),( X  is ̂ -T1-space. 

Theorem 4.5 ),( X is ̂ - ,1T  if and only if }{x  is ̂ -

closed for each Xx .  

Proof. By theorem 3.19, is ̂ - ,1T  if and only if 

})({ˆ=}{ xclx   for every .Xx  By[?] remark 5.2, 

})({xcl  is a ̂  closed set and hence }{x  is ̂  

closed set for every Xx .  

Theorem 4.6 The following statements are equivalent in a 

topological space ),( X  
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  (i) ),( X  is ̂ - 2T -space.  

(ii) If ,Xx  then for each xy  , there exists a ̂ -open 

set U  containing x  such that ).(ˆ Ucly   

 (iii) )}x,X(OˆU:)U(clˆ{=}x{  for every .   

Proof. i)  ii) Suppose that X is ̂ - 2T -space and x,y are 

any two distinct points of X.Then there exists disjoint ̂ -

open sets U and V such that xU,yV. If F = X\V, then F is 

̂ -closed set such that U F and yF.By the definition 

of ̂ -closure,y ̂ cl(U). 

).()(. iiiii   Suppose that Xx . By hypothesis,for any 

distinct point ,Xy  there exists a ̂ -open set U   

containing x  such that ).(ˆ Ucly   Therefore,                                                        

)},(ˆ:)(ˆ{ xXOUUcly  . Thus,                                    

)}.,(ˆ:)(ˆ{=}{ xXOUUclx   

iii)  i) Suppose that x and y are any two distinct points in 

X. By hypothesis, there exists  ˆ ( , )U O X x such that y 

 ̂ cl(U).Therefore,U and X\ ̂ cl(U) are two distict ̂ -

open sets containing x and y respectively. 

5. ˆD


-SET AND ̂ -DI – SPACES  I= 0,1,2. 

Definition 5.1 A subset A in a space X is said to be ˆD


-set 

if there are two ̂ -open sets U and V such that U  X and A 

=U \V such that U  X and A U\V. 

Theorem  5.2 Every D  set is ˆD


set. 

Proof. By [7] theorem 3.2,every  -open set is ̂ -open set 

and hence it follows. 

Remark 5.3 Every proper ̂ -open set U is ˆD


-set because 

A =  U and V =  .But the converse is not true in general 

from the following example. 

Example 5.4                                                                                                                                                                         

X={a,b,c,d},           , a , b , a,b , b,c , a,b,c ,X                                                                                                                                                                          

,then ˆ ( )O X   .By taking two ̂ -open sets U = {a,b,c} 

 X and V – {a,b} it is known that A = U\V = {c} which is  

 ˆD


-set but not ̂ -open set in X. 

Definition 5.5 A space X is said to be  

i) ̂ -Do if for any distinct pair of points x and y of X, there 

exists a ˆD


-set of X containing  x  but not y or a ˆD


-set  

of X containing y but not x. 

ii) ̂ -D1 if for any distinct pair of points x and y of X,  

there exists a ˆD


-set of X containing  x  but not  y  and a 

ˆD


-set of X containing y but not x. 

iii) ̂ -D2 if for any distinct pair of points x and y of X,  

there exists disjoint pair of  ˆD


-sets U and V  of X 

containing x y and respectively. 

Example 5.6 X = {a,b,c,} , { ,{ },{ },{ , },{ , }, }a b a b a c X   . 

Then, ˆ ( )O X   .It is ̂ -D1as well as ̂ -D2 . 

Remark 5.8. i) If X is  ̂ - iT ,then it is ̂ -Di ,i = 0,1,2.  

ii) If X is  ̂ -Di,then it is ̂ -Di-1 ,i = 0,1,2. 

Theorem 5.9 Let X be a topological space. Then,  

i) X is ̂ -D1if and only if ̂ -D2. 

ii) X is ̂ -To if and only if ̂ -Do. 

proof i) Necessity-Suppose that X is ̂ -D1 .Then for every 

pair of distinct points x, y in X, there exists ˆD


sets U and V                                       

such that xU and yU and yV,xV. By the definition 

of ˆD


set ,U = U1\U2, V= V1\V2,where  Ui ,Vi  ̂ O(X)  i 

= 1,2 and U1  X  V1 X.Since x V = V1\V2,there are two 

cases such that either x V1 or  xV2.                          

Case i) x V1.Since y U,either y  U1 or y U1 and y  

U2.Subcase(a) Suppose .1Uy Since ,\= 21 UUUx  

and ,\= 21 VVVy  we have )(\ 121 VUUx   and 

).(\ 211 VUVy   Also, 

.=)(\))(\( 211121  VUVVUU  BY[7] 

theorem 4.16, 12 VU   and 21 VU   are ̂ -open sets. 

Sub case (b).Suppose 1Uy  and .2Uy  In this case,the 

disjoint pair of 
̂

D  sets 21 \UU  and 2U  satisfy our 

requirement. 

Case(ii).Suppose 1Vx  and .2Vx  Here,our required 

sets are 21 \VV  and 2V  because 21 \VVy  and 2Vx  

and .=)\( 221 VVV  Therefore,  ),( X   is ̂ - 2D  

in the above all cases. 

Sufficiency- Follows from the remark 4.8. 

 (ii) Necessity: Follows from the remark 4.8. 

Sufficiency : Let  ),( X   be a ̂ - .0D  Then for each pair 

of distinct points ,, Xyx   there exists ̂D  set U  of 

X  containing x  but not .y  Suppose 21 \= UUU  and 
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XU 1  and ).(ˆ, 21 XOUU   Then we have either 

1Uy  or 1Uy  and .2Uy Therefore,we have the 

following two cases.  

Case (i).Suppose .1Uy  Since 1Ux  and 11,UUy  

is our required ̂ -open set. 

Case (ii). Suppose 1Uy  and .2Uy  Then, 2U  is a ̂
-open set which contains y  but not .x Thus in both cases, 

),( X  is ̂ - .0T    

Definition 5.10 A point x  of a topological space ),( X  

which has X  as the only ̂ -open set containing x  is 

known as ̂ -neat point.  

Example5.11 },,,{= dcbaX }},,}{{,{= Xbaa

.Then }.},{,{=)(ˆ XaXO   Here the points cb,  and 

d  are ̂ -neat points.  

Theorem 5.12 In a ̂ - 0T  space,the following are 

equivalent.  

 i) ),( X   is ̂ - .1D   

ii) ),( X   has no ̂ -neat point.  

Proof. )()( iii  Since it is ̂ - ,1D  every Xx  is 

contained in some 
̂

D -set UXUVU ,,\  and V  are 

̂ -open sets in .X  Since XU   and U  is ̂ -open set 

containing x  and since Xx  is arbitrary, every point of 

X  belongs to some ̂ -open set other than .X  

Therefore,any Xx  is not a ̂ -neat point. )()( iii   

Since X  is ̂ - ,0T  for every disjoint pair of points 

,, Xyx   there exists a ̂ -open set U  containing x  but 

not .y  Since every proper ̂ -open set is 
̂

D -set,we have 

U  is 
̂

D -set.By hypothesis, y  is not a ̂ -neat 

point.Therefore,there exists ̂ -open set V  containing y  

such that XV  . Hence UV \  is a 
̂

D -set containing 

y  but not x .Therefore, ),( X  is  - .1D   

Theorem 5.13 If  ),(),(:  YXf    is ̂ -irresolute 

and surjective,then )(
1

Af 
 is 

̂
D -set in X  whenever 

A  is 
̂

D -set in Y .  

Proof. If A  is 
̂

D -set in Y ,then by the definition of 
̂

D -

set,there exists ̂ -open sets U  and V  in Y  such that 

VUA \=  and YU  . Since f  is ̂ -irresolute, 

)(
1

Uf 
 and )(

1
Vf 

 are ̂ -open sets in X . Since 

YU   and f  is surjective, )()(=
11

UfYfX   . 

Also, )(\)(=)(
111

VfUfAf 
.Therefore, )(

1
Af 

 

is 
̂

D -set in X .  

Theorem 5.14 Let  ),(),(:  YXf    be a ̂ -

irresolute and bijective mapping.If  ),( Y   is ̂ - 1D ,then  

),( X   is ̂ - 1D .  

Proof. Assume that Y  is ̂ - 1D  space and f  is a ̂ -

irresolute and bijective mapping.Suppose that x  and y  are 

any pair of distinct points in X .Since f  is injective,                                                         

)()( yfxf   in a ̂ - 1D  space Y .Therefore,there 

exists ̂ -open sets U  and V  in Y  such that 

UyfUxf  )(,)(  and VxfVyf  )(,)( .By 

theorem 5.13, )(
1

Uf 
 and )(

1
Vf 

 are 
̂

D -set in X  

such that )(),(
11

UfyUfx    and 

)(),(
11

VfxVfy   .Therefore, X  is ̂ - 1D  

space.  

Definition 5.15 A topological space  ),( X   is said to be 

̂
D  compact if every cover of X  by 

̂
D  sets has finite 

sub cover.  

Theorem 5.16 Let  ),(),(:  YXf    be a ̂ -

irresolute and surjective function.If  ),( X   is 
̂

D  

compact,then  ),( Y   is 
̂

D  compact.   

Proof. Suppose that }:{ JG   is any indexed family of 

̂
D  sets in X  such that  GX J= . By theorem 

5.13,each )(
1

Gf 
 is 

̂
D  set in X .Since f  is 

surjective, )(=)(=
11

 GfYfX J





  .Since X  is 

̂
D  compact,there exist a finite set 0J  such that 

)(=
1

0
 GfX J



 .Then 

 GGffYffY JJ
0

1

0

1
=))((=))((= 





 

.Therefore,Y  is 
̂

D  compact.  

Definition 5.17 A topological space  ),( X   is said to be 

̂
D  connected it can not be expressed as the union of two 

disjoint non empty 
̂

D  sets in X .  
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Theorem 5.18 Let  ),(),(:  YXf    be a ̂ -

irresolute and surjective function.If  ),( X   is 
̂

D  

connected,then  ),( Y   is 
̂

D  connected.  

Proof. If VUY =  where U  and V  are disjoint non 

empty 
̂

D  sets in Y ,then by theorem 5.13, )(
1

Uf 
 and 

)(
1

Vf 
are

̂
D sets in X .Since f is surjective, )(

1
Uf 

                                                     

and )(
1

Vf 
 are two non empty disjoint 

̂
D  sets whose 

union is X ,a contradiction.Therefore,Y  is 
̂

D  connected.   

6. ̂ - 0R  AND ̂ - 1R  SPACES. 

Definition 6.1 A topological space  ),( X   is ̂ - 0R  if 

every ̂ -open set contains the cl̂  of each of its 

singletons. That is,for any ̂ -open set U  in X  we have 

Uxcl  })({ˆ  for every Ux .  

Definition 6.2 A topological space  ),( X   is ̂ - 1R  if 

for any Xyx ,  such that }),({ˆ})({ˆ yclxcl   

there exists disjoint ̂ -open sets U  and V  such that 

Uxcl  })({ˆ  and .})({ˆ Vycl    

Example6.3 },,,{= dcbaX , }X},d,c,b{},a{,{=   

Then ̂ -open sets are )(XP  Therefore it is ̂ - 0R  as 

well as ̂ - .1R    

Theorem 6.4 A topological space  ),( X   is ̂ - 0R  if and 

only if for any Xyx , , 

 =})({ˆ})({ˆ})({ˆ})({ˆ yclxclyclxcl

 Proof. Necessity-Suppose that  ),( X   is ̂ - 0R  and 

Xyx ,  are such that }).({ˆ})({ˆ yclxcl   Then 

there exists some })({ˆ xclz   and })({ˆ yclz   

By[7] theorem 5.11,there exists ̂ -open set U  containing 

z  but not .y  Since }),({ˆ xclz   by [7] theorem 5.11,

Ux  and }).({ˆ yclx   Therefore, })({ˆ\ yclX   

is a ̂ -open set containing x . By hypothesis, 

})({ˆ\})({ˆ yclXxcl   and hence 

.=})({ˆ})({ˆ  yclxcl  

 Sufficiency- Suppose that U  is any ̂ -open subset of X  

and let Ux  be arbitrary point. If Uy , then 

UXy \  and hence yx  .By[7] theorem 5.11,

}).({ˆ yclx   Then }).({ˆ})({ˆ yclxcl   By 

hypothesis, .=})({ˆ})({ˆ  yclxcl  Therefore, 

})({ˆ xcly   and hence .})({ˆ Uxcl   Therefore, 

every ̂ -open set contains ̂ -closure of it’s every 

singletons.  

Theorem 6.5 A topological space  ),( X   is a ̂ - 0R  iff 




=})({})({})({})({ ˆˆˆˆ ykerxkerykerxker

 for every Xyx , .  

Proof.  Necessity- Suppose that  ),( X   is ̂ - 0R  and 

Xyx ,  are such that }).({})({ ˆˆ ykerxker


  Then 

by lemma 3.4, }).({ˆ})({ˆ yclxcl   Assume that




})({})({ ˆˆ ykerxker .Then there exists 

Xz  such that })({ˆ xkerz


  and }).({ˆ ykerz


  

Then by lemma 3.3, })({ˆ xkerz


  implies that 

})({ˆ zclx  .Therefore, })({ˆ})({ˆ zclxclx   

and hence by theorem 6.4, }).({ˆ=})({ˆ zclxcl   

Similarly by lemma 3.3, })({ˆ ykerz


  implies that 

}){ˆ zcly   Therefore })({ˆ})({ˆ zclycly   

and hence by 6.4, }).({ˆ=})({ˆ zclycl   Therefore, 

}),({ˆ=})({ˆ=})({ˆ zclyclxcl   a 

contradiction.Hence, .=})({})({ ˆˆ 


ykerxker  

 Sufficiency-Let Xyx , be  }).({ˆ})({ˆ yclxcl                                                                                                        

By lemma 3.4, 
}).({ˆˆ })({

y
kerxker


  

  By hypothesis,    .=})({})({ ˆˆ 


ykerxker   

If ,})({ˆ})({ˆ  yclxcl  then there exists 

Xz  such that })({ˆ xclz   and }).({ˆ yclz                                                                                                                            

By lemma 3.3, })({ˆ zkerx


  and })({ˆ zkery


 . 

Therefore, })({})({ ˆˆ zkerxkerx


  and 

}).({})({ ˆˆ zkerykery


  By hypothesis, 

}),({=})({=})({ ˆˆˆ zkerykerxker


 a 

contradiction.Therefore .=})({ˆ})({ˆ  yclxcl  

By theorem 6.4, ),( X   is a ̂ - .0R   

Theorem 6.6 In a topological space  ),( X   , the following 

statements are equivalent.   

i) ),( X   is a ̂ - 0R  space.  
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ii)For any non-empty set A  and )(ˆ XOU   such that 

,UA  there exists )(ˆ XCF   such that 

.FA  and .UF   iii)

}:)(ˆ{= UFXCFU   for every 

)(ˆ XOU  .     iv)

)(=.}:)(ˆ{= ˆ FkerUFXOUF


  for 

every )(ˆ XCF  .  

v) })({})({ˆ
ˆ xkerxcl


  for any Xx .  

Proof. )()( iii   Let A  be any non-empty set and 

)(ˆ XOU   be such that .UA  Choose 

,UAx   by hypothesis, .})({ˆ Uxcl   If 

}),({ˆ= xclF   then by[7] remark 5.2, )(ˆ XCF   

such that FA  and .UF    

)()( iiiii   Suppose that )(ˆ XOU  . Then for every 

UxUFXCFx  ,),(ˆ  and hence 

..}:)(ˆ{ UUFXCF   On the other 

hand,suppose that x  is an arbitrary point of U .If we define 

}{= xA ,then by hypothesis, there exists ),(ˆ XCF   

such that Fx  and .UF   Therefore, 

.}:)(ˆ{ UFXCFU    

(iii)   (iv) It is obvious 

)()( viv  Let Xx  be arbitrary and 

})({ˆ xkery


 .Then there exists )(ˆ XOU   

containing }{x  but not .y  Therefore 
cUy }{  and 

cU  

is a ̂ -closed set in X .By[7] theorem 5.3,

cc UUclycl =)(ˆ})({ˆ   and hence 

.=})({ˆ  Uycl  By hypothesis, 

}))({ˆ(=})({ˆ
ˆ yclkerycl 


 and hence 

.=}))({ˆ(ˆ 


Uyclker Since                                                                          

})).({ˆ(, ˆ yclkerxUx 


 Therefore, there exists 

)(ˆ XOG   containing })({ˆ ycl  but not .x  Hence 

cGx }{  and 
cG  is a ̂ -closed set in X .By[7] remark 

5.2, .=)(ˆ})({ˆ cc GGclxcl   That is,

.=})({ˆ  Gxcl  By[7] theorem 5.11, 

}).({ˆ=}))({ˆ(ˆ xclxclcly   

}).({})({ˆ
ˆ xkerxcl


  

 )()( iv  Let U  be any ̂ -open set and Ux  be 

arbitrary point.By v), }({})({ˆ
ˆ xkerxcl


                                    

and hence .})({ˆ Uxcl   Thus, U  contains ̂ -closure 

of each of it’s singletons.Therefore,  ),( X   is a ̂ - 0R  

space.  

Corollary 6.7 In a topological space  ),( X   , the 

following statements are equivalent.   

i) ),( X   is a ̂ - 0R  space.  

ii) })({=})({ˆ
ˆ xkerxcl


  for all .Xx   

Proof. )()( iii  Suppose that  ),( X   is a ̂ - 0R  

space.By theorem 6.6, })({})({ˆ
ˆ xkerxcl


  for all 

.Xx  On the other hand,let }),({ˆ xkery


  then by 

lemma3.3, })({ˆ yclx  .Therefore,

})({ˆ})({ˆ yclxclx  . .By theorem 6.4,

})({ˆ=})({ˆ yclxcl   and hence })({ˆ xcly 

.Therefore, }).({ˆ})({ˆ xclxker 


 )()( iii   It 

follows from theorem 6.6.  

Definition 6.8 A topological space  ),( X   is ̂ -

symmetric if for each }({ˆ,, yclxXyx   implies 

that }.({ˆ xcly    

Theorem 4.9 A topological space  ),( X   is ̂ - 0R  if and 

only if it is ̂ -symmetric.  

Proof.  Necessity- Suppose that  ),( X   is ̂ - 0R  and 

}({ˆ yclx  . Let U  be any ̂ -open set such that 

.Uy  By hypothesis, Uycl  }({ˆ  and hence 

.Ux  By[7] theorem 5.11, }.({ˆ xcly   

 Sufficiency-Let U  be any ̂ -open set and Ux  be 

arbitrary point.If ,Uy  then by[7] theorem 5.11, 

}).({ˆ yclx   By hypothesis, }.({ˆ xcly   

Therefore, Uxcl  }({ˆ and hence  ),( X   is ̂ - .0R   

Theorem 6.10 In a topological space  ),( X   , the 

following statements are equivalent.   

i) ),( X   is a ̂ - 0R  space.  

ii)For any )(ˆ XCF   and ,Fx  .}({ˆ Fxker 
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iii) For }).({ˆ})({, ˆ xclxkerXx 


  

Proof. )()( iii   Let )(ˆ XCF   and .Fx  By 

lemma 3.5, and by theorem 6.6 (iv), 

.=)(})({ ˆˆ FFkerxker


  So, .}({ˆ Fxker 


  

)()( iiiii   By [7] remark 5.2, }({ˆ xcl  is ̂ -closed 

set containing x .By hypothesis, }({ˆ}({ˆ xclxker 


. 

(iii)   (i)Let x  ̂ cl({y}).By 3.3 })({ˆ xkery


  

.Therefore,X is ̂ -symmetric.By theorem 6.9,X is ̂ - 0R . 

Theorem 6.11 (X, ) is  ̂ -T1 if and only is it is ̂ -To 

and ̂ -Ro                                                                       

Proof.Necessity- Suppose that X is ̂ -T1.By remark 3.9,X is 

̂ -To-space.By theorem 4.4,{x} = ̂ cl({x}) = ˆker


({x})  

for all x in X. Therefore by theorem 6.10,X is ̂ -Ro . 

Sufficiency-Let x and y be any two distinct points in X. Since 

X is ̂ -To,there exists ˆ ( )U O X  such that x   Ubut not 

y.By [7] theorem 5.11, }).({ˆ yclx  By theorem 6.9,

}.({ˆ xcly  Agai [7] by theorem 5.11,there exists ̂ -

open set V containing y which does not intersect 

{x}.Therefore, X is ̂ -T1 . 

Theorem 6.12 Every ̂ - 1R -space is ̂ - 0R . 

Proof.Suppose that X is ̂ - 1R  and G is any  

̂ -open set in X.Let x be any point of X.Then for each y 

X\G, x  y. By hypothesis, there exists disjoint ̂ -open sets 

Ux and Vy such that ˆ ({ }) xcl x U  and ˆ ({ }) ycl y U  .If 

{ : \ }yV V y X G  ,then V is a ̂ -open set in X and hence 

X\V is ̂ -cloed set in X containing x ecause yx V for every 

y in X\G.By [7] remark 5.2, ˆ cl ({x}) is the smallest ̂ -

closed set containing x.Therefore, ˆ ({ }) \cl x X V G  

.Thus, X is ̂ -Ro-space. 

Theorem 6.13.If ̂ -Ro space is such that for each pair of 

points x and y with })y({clˆ})x({clˆ  ,then there exists ̂
-open sets U and V containing x and y respectively. 

The next theorem states the characterization of ̂ - 1R - 

space.                                                  

Theorem 6.14 A topological space X is ̂ - 1R if and only if 

for each pair of x and y with ˆ ˆker ({ }) ker ({ })x y
 

 ,there 

exists ̂ -open sets U and V such that ˆ ({ })cl x U  and 

ˆ ({ })cl y V  . 

Proof.Necessity-Suppose that X is ̂ - 1R and x and y are 

any two points suchthat ˆ ˆker ({ }) ker ({ })x y
 

 .By lemma 

3.4, })y({clˆ})x({clˆ  .By the definition of  ̂ - 1R space 

,there exists disjoint ̂ -open sets U and V such that 

ˆ ({ })cl x U  and ˆ ({ })cl y V  . 

Sufficiency-Let x and y be any two points of X such that 

})y({clˆ})x({clˆ  .By lemma 3.4, ˆ ˆker ({ }) ker ({ })x y
 

                                                                                              

.By hypothesis, there exists disjoint ̂ -open sets U and V 

such that ˆ ({ })cl x U  and ˆ ({ })cl y V  . 

Theorem 6.15 The following statements are equivalent in a 

topological space X. 

i) X is ̂ -T2-space. 

ii) X is ̂ - 1R  and ̂ -T1. 

iii) X is ̂ - 1R  and ̂ -To. 

proof. i)  ii) Suppose that X is ̂ -T2-space.By remark 

3.9,it is ̂ -T1-space.Therefore,it is enough to show that ̂ -

1R space.Let x and y are any two distinct p[oints in X such 

that })y({clˆ})x({clˆ  .By theorem 4.4, 

}y{})y({clˆ})x({clˆ}x{  .Since X is ̂ -T2 , there                                    

exists disjoint ̂ -open sets U and V such that ˆ ({ })cl x U 

and ˆ ({ })cl y V  .Hence, X is ̂ - 1R -space.  

ii)  iii) It follows from definition. 

iii)  i) Suppose that X is ̂ - 1R  and ̂ -To. 

Let x and y be any two distinct points in X.By theorem 4.1, 

})y({clˆ})x({clˆ  .Since X is ̂ - 1R , 

there exists disjoint ̂ -open sets U and V such that 

ˆ ({ })cl x U  and ˆ ({ })cl y V  .By theorem 6.11,X is  

̂ -T1.By theorem 4.4, ˆ ({ })x cl x and ˆ ({ })y cl y

.Therefore, ̂ -T2 axiom is satisfied and hence X is ̂ -T2.  

Theorem 6.16 A topological space  ),( X   is ̂ - 1R  if 

and only if for each pair of points x  and y  with 

}),({ˆ})({ˆ xclxcl   there exists two ̂ -closed sets 

P  and Q  such that PyPx  ,  and QxQy  ,  

and .= QPX    
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Proof. Necessity- Suppose that  ),( X   is ̂ - 1R -space. 

Let x  and y  be any two points such that 

}).({ˆ})({ˆ xclxcl   By hypothesis, there exists two 

disjoint ̂ -open sets U  and V  such that 

Uxcl  })({ˆ  and .})({ˆ Vycl   If VXP \=  

and ,\= UXQ  then P  and Q  are ̂ -closed sets such 

that PyPx  ,  and ., QxQy   Since every 

Xx  belongs to either P  or .=, QPXQ   

Sufficiency- Let yx,  be any two points in X  such that 

}).({ˆ})({ˆ yclxcl   By hypothesis,there exists two 

̂ -closed sets P  and Q  such that PyPx  ,  and 

QxQy  ,  and .= QPX   If QXU \=  and 

,\= PXV  then U  and V  are disjoint ̂ -open sets 

such that Ux  and .Vy  Therefore,  ),( X   is ̂ -

2T -space.By theorem 6.15 it is ̂ - .1R   

7. CONCLUSION 

 In this paper some properties of weaker seperation axioms for 

̂ -closed set are derived and their characterizations are 

proved. 
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